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Your Presenter: Gary Rowe, Principal Consulting Analyst at 

TechVision Research

Gary Rowe is a seasoned technology analyst, consultant, advisor, executive and 

entrepreneur. Mr. Rowe helped architect, build and sell three companies and has 

been on the forefront the standardization and business application of core 

infrastructure technologies over the past 35 years. He was President of Burton 

Group from 1999 to 2010, the leading technology infrastructure research and 

consulting firm through the sale of Burton to Gartner and was subsequently co-

President of Burton (Gartner for Technical Professionals) at Gartner. 

Mr. Rowe has personally led over 100 consulting engagements, 50+ educational 

seminars, published over 100 research reports/articles and led three significant 

technology industry initiatives. His combination of business skills and his deep 

understanding of technology provide a balanced perspective for clients. Core areas 

of focus include identity and access management, directory integration, cloud 

computing, security/risk management, digital transformation, IT business model 

changes, privacy and blockchain/distributed ledger. Mr. Rowe is authored/co-

authored 16 research reports in the past 4 years with several focused on IAM and 

worked on several enterprise consulting engagements in this area.
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TechVision Research: What we do

Consulting

• Senior, C-level clients

• Bridge between board-level 

strategies and technical solutions

Research

• Broad and deep experience

• Industry specialists

• Technology pioneers

• Global perspective

Identity and Access Management

Security and Risk Management

Data Architecture & Strategies

Digital Transformation

Innovation and Disruption

Privacy and Information Protection

Blockchain Adoption

Internet of Things

Product to Platform Evolution

Public, Private and Hybrid Cloud

Take a client theme

Identity
& Access 

Management

Privacy
& Consent

Cybersecurity

Information
Asset 

Management

Architecture
& Innovation

Providing deep 
knowledge to 

inform 
executive 
decisions

and Connect the Dots
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Desired Webinar Takeaways

• Gain a stronger understanding of what Zero Trust is and what it isn’t

• Understand the balance between Zero Trust and User Experience

• Recalibrate your Identity and Access Management program in light of 

the “New Normal”, the emerging Digital Enterprise and support for the 

Zero Trust/Zero Friction model.  

• Consider Radiant Logic’s role in supporting this Future State Zero 

Trust/Zero Friction model
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Agenda

• What is Zero Trust?

• The Zero Trust Context: Why Zero Trust?

• The New Goal: Zero Trust/Zero Friction

• Zero Trust/Zero Friction Requires Robust and Timely 

Identity Data

• Summary
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1. Zero trust starts with a security 

posture of deny by default 

everywhere

2. Trust is assessed at the initiation 

of access to a user, device, 

service, application, or data 

through the network.

3. Trust is gained through 

authentication (including MFA) 

and authorization and is 

conditional

4. Least-privilege access is given 

and the AAA process is 

continuous

5. The network is built on security 

policy of whitelist rules of where 

sessions are allowed to go

What is Zero Trust?
Foundational Principles

6
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What is Zero Trust?
New Paradigm

• Legacy Blacklist Based Security Policies

• Block known bad traffic (IP address, Port, URL, Signature)

• Pass rest of traffic as good with static rules

• Trust the secure internal perimeter

• New Zero Trust is Whitelist Based

• Start with a zero trust model for everything (Internal & External). Do not 
trust anyone/thing and only grant least privileged access

• Only allow that which is pre-authenticated and authorized

• Unknown traffic must be investigated and classified within a sandbox 
and create feedback loop to map unknown to known

• Use anomaly detection to quickly identify and isolate compromised 
users, devices, services, applications, and data and dynamically update 
rules

7
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Threats Will Continue To Grow

THE EVOLUTION OF THE ATTACKER  

$1+
CYBERCRIME NOW

trillion
industry

100+ nations

CYBER WARFARE

9

We Must Evolve Quicker!
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Attack Vectors

• Hacking - Data theft, corporate espionage (a stolen EMR sells 
for $1,000/record, company intellectual property worth 
100+B)

• Social Engineering - Phishing, bribing, threatening

• Internal Attacks - Unauthorized access (hackers, like spies, are 
recruiting employees and some reports claim 80% of 
breaches have some one/thing on the inside)

• Compromised Partner – APIs, network

• Cloud Breaches - Dropbox, iCloud, OneDrive, Etc.

• Virus/Malware/Botnet – Embedded into chipsets (200,000+ 
new malware signatures a month)

10
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Access services in the private or 

public data center and continue to 

delete logs and hide trail

ENTER DATA CENTER

Target specific applications and 

databases and patiently continue 

to move around and hide trail

REACH A TARGET

Understanding An Attack Vector

Zero Trust Networking can stop an attack at 

each step, which is why we are here today

Steal intellectual property, 

private or regulated data, or 

change encryption and ransom

STEAL DATA

Infect or compromise

additional hosts and delete 

logs

MOVE LATERALLY

Initial compromise and malware 

delivery from internal or external 

source on vulnerable target

BREACH

Discover what is on own subnet, 

identify each entity, target next set 

of devices to compromise

DISCOVER

11
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The Identity Problem & User Experience 
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The average American currently has about 200 

accounts that require some sort of password 

identification, and that number will rise to 400 within 

five years or so. (per Dashlane)—this was pre-COVID

The average business employee must keep track of 

191 passwords and 81% of confirmed data 

breaches are due to passwords. (per LastPass)

This is the single biggest usability problem on 

the Internet today; the foundation is collapsing



Passwordless & MFA in the Future
We have anticipated the demise of password-centric 

authentication for decades - the time has arrived to deploy MFA 

and passwordless security solutions within your enterprise

• Device and network ubiquity, reliability, Bring Your Own 

Device (BYOD) initiatives coupled with the accelerating levels 

of fraud associated with password-based authentication

• Many large, influential vendors such as Microsoft, Okta, Ping, 

ForgeRock and others have laid down the gauntlet - the 

password is truly dead—but the “glue” to bridge legacy 

systems (once source of the truth) is needed to pull this off

• The shift to the cloud provides the opportunity to reinvent 

authentication 

As the concepts of Zero Trust continue to evolve and take 

hold, passwordless & MFA will be an imperative
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The Goal: Zero Trust/Zero Friction

• Security has always been a balance between risk and 

cost

• The new balance includes “usability” in the Digital 

Enterprise

• Identity Data has the potential of providing greater 

usability with appropriate security controls

• We’ll now examine this paradigm
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IAM and the “New Normal”

• While the pandemic will dissipate, we will not be the same:

– Most enterprises are further evaluating extending work at home 
programs beyond the pandemic

– The digital footprint will continue to grow as will new use cases

– Expectations are higher for user-friendly digital experiences

• Automation, innovation, disruption need to be accommodated

• 2020/2021 lessons learned: Organizations with a strong, flexible, 
scalable and adaptive IAM foundation were rewarded; those that 
did not make these investments scrambled to survive

– 2022 will be the year to fine tune and solidify IAM foundations

– 2022 will be the year in which the IAM foundation expands to best 
support the new Digital Enterprise

• IAM will as much as any core foundation, determine the success or 
failure of your new Digital Enterprise  
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ZT: Gone Is The Secure Network Perimeter 

The Digital Economy blends customers, suppliers, organizations.  

Cloud, Mobile, BYOD, IoT create a fluid network perimeter
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Putting Cybersecurity in Context

Identity-based cybersecurity controls are key to addressing the rapidly 
expanding threat surface

Authentication of people & 
devices is central to anywhere 
access and personalization of 

services

Applications need to be secure, 
beginning with the writing of 
code – real time protection

Data will need to be secured at the 
workload level so it can run in any 

private or public cloud

Ops

DevSecOps: Enable and Secure while not slowing down the development process 

Identity & Access SecurityApplication Security Data Security

Increased 

Threats

Dev

Customer Engagement

Interact with more customers, 

partners and devices

Cloud Adoption

Increase speed and lower costs

Internet of Things

Device to device communication, 

massive volume

Application Growth

Massive growth in applications, 

mostly on mobile platforms

Drivers

Implications

Expanded “Threat Surface” with 
Increased Vulnerability Exposure

Sec
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Governance & 
Provisioning

Enabling the lines of 
business to make 
decisions about 

appropriate access and 
enforcing those decisions

Privileged 
Access

Control administrator 
access and system 
accounts plus deep 
forensic monitoring

Authentication

Providing greater Identity 
Assurance and Proofing 

through Strong 
Authentication 

Authorization

Enforcing Authorization 
policies ensuring 

appropriate access to 
critical resources

Behavioral 
Analytics

Provides insight into 
normal operations and 

brings attention to 
anomalous activity

Identity-based Cybersecurity Controls

Facilitating understanding of the relationships and determining the appropriateness of the 
activities
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Example: Identity-based Zero Trust Template
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TechVision Recommendations
• Invest in your Identity foundation in support of  Zero Trust/Zero Friction, 

but understand it requires:

– Cleaning up your existing environment; in particular as you prepare for 
proper migration to the cloud

– Automating 80%-90% of governance, security and identity controls while 
focusing on the anomalies

• Expect your future-state enterprise IAM model to be more open, 
adaptive, flexible, scalable, and include many new objects—internal 
and external

• …but understand that legacy systems, hybrid environments, conflicting 
governance models and messy data must be cleaned up, managed and 
orchestrated to move to the next generation of IAM

• The right IAM model, consistent availability of IAM data and execution 
will enable a Secure, Manageable and User-Friendly Digital Enterprise
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Today’s landscape: accelerated decentralization of 
subjects, assets, and resources



Identity information, including attributes, is scattered 
across the infrastructure

$0005216188

Cost of each custom link 

9
0

What Zero Trust 

really means for large 

organizations when it 

comes to identity …



Keep in Mind 
These 
Fundamental
Tenets of the 
Zero Trust Model

• The network is not safe – so;

• Every device, user, and network flow must 

be authenticated and authorized

• Policies must be dynamic and calculated 

from as many sources of data as possible

• Don’t forget that implementing this 

approach needs to be balanced with 

delivering a frictionless user experience 

☺



… But how?

• How can you authenticate + 

authorize every user with policies 

enforced by information 

dynamically coming from as 

many sources as possible?

• … when identity data is spread

across the organization in different 

formats, accessible via different 

protocols, and there’s no unified 

source or list of users?

Zero Trust Architecture requires the highly available, scalable, 

normalized, correlated, and real-time updated data that only the 

RadiantOne Intelligent Identity Data Platform can provide.
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The RadiantOne Platform is the cornerstone for 
practically implementing Zero Trust

*Representative sample of partner technologies

RADIANTONE



Is This Zero Trust?



One Platform Powering Enhanced Security AND User 
Experience (at the same time!)

Goals How RadiantOne Delivers

• Authenticate all users • Single source for verifying all users 

• Authorize all users (granularly!)– empower the Policy 
Decision Point to base policy decisions on data from 
many endpoints/domains 

• Unified location for attributes from many, dissimilar 
underlying sources. 

• Rationalized, automated and attribute-based groups.

• Enable fine grained policy design • Revealing contextual, complete views of 
information gathered from across the organization

• Extend ZTA to the entire infrastructure • Flexibility and support for standards enables you to 
connect modern IAM architectures with your 
existing legacy systems

• Don’t annoy your users TOO much • Seamless yet secure experiences start with knowing 
your users– without a unified identity view housed in 
a scalable, accessible platform, good luck delivering 
SSO, MFA, PAM…



PIP

PEP

PDP

4. Verify identity, retrieve attributes

5. Permit/Deny, John 

can view record #123

1. View record #123

2. Can John view record #123

3. Evaluate policies

Manage policies

PAP

6. View record #123

Author policies

Where RadiantOne fits in the Zero Trust Identity Architecture 
– Policy Information Point (PIP)



Back to NIST for a Moment



But If You Look Closer…



RadiantOne Intelligent Identity Data Platform
Architecture



RadiantOne Platform Value for Zero Trust

1. Manage attributes centrally, for large volumes of data

• Connect to, and manage, many attribute stores from one central location. RadiantOne 

remaps objects, attributes, and manage groups across data stores.

2. Source for all identity profiles (attributes) and related contexts to be used by 

the Policy Decision Point.

• Policy Decision Point (PDP) retrieves all information about identities and related 

business contexts.

3. Enhance/simplify the definition of fine-grained authorization policies.

• Policy Administration Point (PAP) can use the view definition/model to manage policies.



Three Key Capabilities of the RadiantOne Intelligent 
Identity Data Platform

1. Representing the Global Model of Existing Objects/ Attributes/ Relationships

• Create a global data model, integrating all identity stores. Then remap objects, 

attributes, and groups to suit application needs and feed access policies.

2. Building Unique, Global Profiles

• Correlation of identities

• Building a global list of all users

• Join to create complete user profiles

3. Designing Contextual Views out of Existing Data Silos

• Gather, organize, and represent different contextual views out of existing data silos

• Assist definition of policies by detecting relationships in the data and designing new 

views



Normalizing Attributes Across Sources to Support 
Policy Authoring and Policy Decision Point

employeeNumber=2

samAcountName=Andrew_Fuller

objectClass=user

mail: andrew_fuller@setree1.com

uid=AFuller

ntitle=VP Sales

ClearanceLevel=1

Region=PA

memberOf=Sales

nDepartment=Sales

Correlated Identity Virtual View

employeeNumber=2
samAccountName=Andrew_Fuller
objectClass=user
mail: andrew_fuller@setree1.com
departmentNumber=234
title=Sales, VP

uid=AFuller
title=Vice Pres. Sales
givenName=Andrew
sn=Fuller
departmentNumber=234

EmployeeID=509-34-5855
ClearanceLevel=1
Region=PA
UserID=EMP_Andrew_Fuller
DeptID=Sales234

cn=Sales

objectClass=group

member=Andrew_Fuller

**Based on identities that have:

• ClearanceLevel=1

• nTitle=VP Sales

• Region=PA

Dynamic Groups Virtual View

C
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u
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d
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b
u
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Normalized Attribute Values

Normalized Attributes

Attribute: nDepartment

Values:

Accounting

Administration

Business Development

Distribution

Marketing

Production

Research

Sales

Shipping

Attribute: nTitle

Values:

CEO

CIO

CISO

VP Sales

VP Marketing

…

PIP

PDP

PAP

Business Line Author

mailto:andrew_fuller@setree1.com
mailto:andrew_fuller@setree1.com


Step Challenge Can be solved by

Identification Identities spread across multiple 
sources

Aggregating users from multiple sources

Identities described differently in each 
source

Object and Attribute Mapping to provide a 
common schema

Credential Checking Different encryption of passwords and 
schema elements

Providing a single form of authentication to 
application, and the flexibility to delegate the 
credential checking to the backend or 
customize some other validation mechanism

Solving Authentication Challenges



Solving Authorization Challenges

Type Challenge Can be Solved by

Attribute-Based Profile attributes spread across multiple 
sources

Integrating users from multiple sources, in order to 
build a global profile. Global profiles provide a 
wealth of information to categorize/group users.

Groups-Based Existing groups and potential group 
members spread across multiple data silos

Offering Flexible Group Definitions:
- Aggregate/map existing groups
- Build new group definitions with dynamic 
members

Leverage identity and 
group integration layer 
for other initiatives

Heavily customized  group integration logic 
(static groups, dynamic groups, 
specialized LDAP queries) at the level of 
the consumer can’t be re-used by other 
initiatives/applications

A specialized identity and group integration layer 
that provides complete user profiles, 
aggregation/rationalization of existing groups and 
auto-generated groups across multiple data 
sources simplifies authorization policies and can be 
re-used for other initiatives /applications



Complete User Profiles

Users who exist in more than one source 
now have a single profile of all attributes.  

SunOne/OID/OUD

SQL/API



Data Modeling / Structure

Model

HR

Security

Other



Distributed Services Require a Distributed Identity 
Infrastructure

• The RadiantOne Platform can be distributed and replicated across multiple cloud and on prem environments so that 

cloud hosted applications and IDaaS solutions can consume data from their local RadiantOne source in exactly the 

schema, structure, and protocol they require.

• This deployment model delivers agility, scalability, flexibility, high availability, and avoids specific cloud vendor lock-in or

outages.



• Deliver identity to consumers in any format in the right protocol

Consume

• Design enriched identity profiles and tailored virtual views

Build

• Extract data and metadata from any and all identity sources

Abstract

RadiantOne Ensures the Right Identity Can Be Securely 
Accessed by Anything, Anywhere, Anytime

UNIFIED IDENTITY

▲ Users

▲ Groups

▲ Roles

▲ Context

Databases Legacy AppsCloud DirectoriesActive Directory Web ServicesLDAP Directories

Cloud Directories/IDaaS Federated Apps
Legacy Apps

Cloud Apps



The RadiantOne Federated Identity Engine has 
two core components

• An integration layer

• Based on virtualization 

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Models application-specific virtual views

• A storage layer 

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern 

architecture



Identity is the core 
of modern 
cybersecurity… 
RadiantOne is the 
platform that 
unifies identity to 
make it actionable

• Intelligently managing identity data is a 

primary enabler of security and business 

development

• Being a digital organization requires safely 

connecting subjects and resources at the 

right time, no matter where they are

• What’s needed is a solution that bridges the 

various identity needs across platforms, 

protocols, and provides a seamless experience 

for both users and developers

Key Takeaways



Questions, Comments?  

Complimentary Resource:  

“Turning Integration Bottlenecks into Mission Enablers”


